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This Sourcebook contains descriptive statistics on the application of the federal sentencing guidelines and
provides selected district, circuit, and national sentencing data. This Sourcebook, together with the Annual
Report, constitutes the annual report referenced in 28 U. The Commission has continued its statutory mission
to collect data on federal sentencing decisions. The Commission received documentation on 66, federal felony
and Class A misdemeanor cases in fiscal year Background The Commission collects and analyzes data on
federal sentences to support its various activities. Pursuant to 28 U. Data from these documents are extracted
and coded for input into various databases. It should be noted that data collection is a dynamic rather than a
static process. When research questions arise, the Commission either analyzes existing data or adds
information to its data collection system. Throughout , the Commission continued to add data elements to its
extensive computerized datafile on defendants sentenced under the guidelines. In addition to its standard data
collection, the Commission often codes additional variables to study various distinct issues e. The
Organizational Dataset contains documentation on organizations sentenced pursuant to Chapter Eight of the
Guidelines Manual in The Commission collects available data on organizational structure, size, and economic
viability; offense of conviction; mode of adjudication; sanctions imposed including probation and
court-ordered compliance programs ; and application of the sentencing guidelines. The Commission received
information on organizations sentenced pursuant to Chapter Eight of the Guidelines Manual. While the
reporting year includes cases sentenced between October 1, , and September 30, , it is important to note that
the individual offender and organizational data collected and analyzed in the Annual Report and Sourcebook
of Federal Sentencing Statistics reflect cases for that fiscal year reported to the Commission i. The Appeals
Dataset tracks appellate review of sentencing decisions. The Commission also tracks final opinions and orders,
both published and unpublished, in federal criminal appeals. In , the Commission gathered information on 7,
cases decided by the courts of appeal. Cases involving co-appellants are treated as separate appeals for
statistical purposes. The Commission implemented a data collection system to track resentencings and other
modifications of sentence in The information collected includes judicial district, reason for resentencing, new
sentence, and guideline application information, if available. Information is collected on eight types of
resentencings and other modifications of sentence. In , the Commission received documentation on 5,
resentencings and other modifications of sentence. The information in this Sourcebook of Federal Sentencing
Statistics can also be found using an online resource, the " Interactive Sourcebook of Federal Sentencing
Statistics ". All of the tables and figures in this Sourcebook are available in the online version. Additionally,
many other tables and figures providing further analysis of federal sentencing statistics can be found there.
These additional tables and figures are not included in the printed Sourcebook. The data in the Interactive
Sourcebook can be tailored to any district or group of districts, or to a circuit or group of circuits. Users can
also change the fiscal year of the data presented, or group multiple years of data into one analysis. All analyses
using the online tool can be saved into a.
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When it began, North and South Korea existed as provisional governments competing for control over the
Korean peninsula, due to the division of Korea by outside powers. He then pushed north, capturing Pyongyang
in October. Chinese intervention the following month drove UN forces south again. MacArthur then planned
for a full-scale invasion of China, but this was against the wishes of President Truman and others who wanted
a limited war. He was dismissed and replaced by General Matthew Ridgeway. The war then became a bloody
stalemate for the next two and a half years while peace negotiations dragged on. The Vietnam War began in
The Viet Minh began an assassination campaign in early An article by French scholar Bernard Fall published
in July concluded that a new war had begun. The operation was a military success, but after the United States
and Soviet Union united in opposition to the invasion, the invaders were forced to withdraw. This was seen as
a major humiliation, especially for the two Western European countries, and symbolizes the beginning of the
end of colonialism and the weakening of European global importance, specifically the collapse of the British
Empire. Algerian War â€” â€” An important decolonization war, it was a complex conflict characterized by
guerrilla warfare , maquis fighting, terrorism against civilians, use of torture on both sides and
counter-terrorism operations by the French Army. The war eventually led to the independence of Algeria from
France. Internal conflicts[ edit ] Fidel Castro becomes the leader of Cuba as a result of the Cuban Revolution
Cuban Revolution â€” â€” The overthrow of Fulgencio Batista by Fidel Castro , Che Guevara and other forces
resulted in the creation of the first communist government in the Western hemisphere. The Mau Mau began
retaliating against the British in Kenya. This led to concentration camps in Kenya, a British military victory,
and the election of moderate nationalist Jomo Kenyatta as leader of Kenya. The wind of destruction began in
Rwanda in following the assault of Hutu politician Dominique Mbonyumutwa by Tutsi forces. This was the
beginning of decades of ethnic violence in the country, which culminated in the Rwandan Genocide.
Decolonization and Independence[ edit ] Decolonization of former European Colonial empires. The
Federation of Malaya peacefully gained independence from the United Kingdom in French rule ended in
Algeria in , Vietnam left French Indo-china in The rival states of North Vietnam and South Vietnam were
formed. Cambodia and the Kingdom of Laos also gained independence, effectively ending French presence in
Southeast Asia. Large-scale decolonization in Africa first began in the s. In , Libya became the first African
country to gain independence in the decade, and in the Algerian War began. On November 1, , two Puerto
Rican nationalists staged an attempted assassination on U. The leader of the team Griselio Torresola had
firearm experience and Oscar Collazo was his accomplice. They made their assault at the Blair House where
President Truman and his family were staying. Torresola mortally wounded a White House policeman, Leslie
Coffelt , who shot Torresola dead before expiring himself. Collazo, as a co-conspirator in a felony that turned
into a homicide, was found guilty of murder and was sentenced to death in but then his sentence was later
commuted to life in prison. On 7 July , the first Group Areas Act was promulgated by the Parliament of South
Africa and implemented over a period of several years. The passing of the Act contributed significantly to the
period of institutionalised racial segregation and discrimination in South Africa known as Apartheid , which
lasted from to One of the most famous uses of the Group Areas Act was the destruction of Sophiatown , a
suburb of Johannesburg , which began on the 9th of February Establishment of the Non-aligned Movement ,
consisting of nations not formally aligned with or against any major power bloc. The maximum territorial
extent of countries in the world under Soviet influence , after the Cuban Revolution of and before the official
Sino-Soviet split of Asia[ edit ] The U. Japan held democratic elections and recovered economically. In â€”
France tried to contain a growing communist insurgency led by Ho Chi Minh. At the Geneva Conference of
France and the Communists agreed to divide Vietnam and hold elections in It resulted in the previous
incumbent government in China, the Republic of China , retreating to the islands of Taiwan and Hainan until
the Landing Operation on Hainan Island. Africa[ edit ] Africa experienced the beginning of large-scale
top-down economic interventions in the s that failed to cause improvement and led to charitable exhaustion by
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the West as the century went on. The widespread corruption was not dealt with and war, disease, and famine
continued to be constant problems in the region. Nasser became an influential leader in the Middle East in the
s, leading Arab states into war with Israel , becoming a major leader of the Non-Aligned Movement and
promoting pan-Arab unification. Kwame Nkrumah , after a series of negotiations with the then British empire,
secured the independence of Ghana. Ghana was hitherto referred to as Gold Coast, a colony of the British
Empire. America[ edit ] In the s, America was the center of covert and overt conflict between the Soviet Union
and the United States. Their varying collusion with national, populist, and elitist interests destabilized the
region. In , the military dictatorship of Venezuela was overthrown. This continued a pattern of regional
revolution and warfare making extensive use of ground forces. He later declared himself president for life, and
ruled until his death in In , Fidel Castro overthrew the regime of Fulgencio Batista in Cuba , establishing a
communist government in the country. Although Castro initially sought aid from the US, he was rebuffed and
later turned to the Soviet Union. Europe continued to be divided into Western and Soviet bloc countries. The
geographical point of this division came to be called the Iron Curtain. Because previous attempts for a unified
state failed, Germany remained divided into two states: The Federal Republic identified itself as the legal
successor to the fascist dictatorship and was obliged in paying war reparations. The GDR, however,
denounced the fascist past completely and did not recognize itself as responsible for paying reparations on
behalf of the Nazi regime. While the United States military maintained its bases in western Europe, the Soviet
Union maintained its bases in the east. In , Joseph Stalin , the leader of the Soviet Union, died. This led to the
rise of Nikita Khrushchev , who denounced Stalin and pursued a more liberal domestic and foreign policy,
stressing peaceful competition with the West rather than overt hostility. North Sea flood of Natural: On 15
August the 8. On 31 January the North Sea flood of killed 1, people in the southwestern Netherlands
especially Zeeland and in the United Kingdom [2] On 9 September the 6. On 11 October Hurricane Hazel
crossed over Haiti , killing 1, Most of the damage was centered in the Nagoya area. On 12 March , an Avro
Tudor plane carrying a rugby team crashed in Wales , killing 80 people. On 10 January , BOAC Flight , a new
de Havilland Comet jetliner, disintegrated in mid-air due to structural failure and crashed off the Italian coast,
killing all 35 on board. Inflation was moderate during the decade of the s. By inflation subsided. The average
annual inflation for the entire decade was only 2. By the authority of our Lord Jesus Christ, of the Blessed
Apostles Peter and Paul, and by our own authority, we pronounce, declare, and define it to be a divinely
revealed dogma: Assassinations and attempts[ edit ] Abdullah I of Jordan The president was not hurt. One of
the assassins was killed in the incident and the other was sentenced to death. President Truman converted his
sentence to life imprisonment. With his assassination the possibility of peace negotiations between Israel and
Jordan came to a long end. After his death the throne took hold of his son, Luis Somosa DeBeila.
Bandaranaike was assassinated by a robed Buddhist monk as part of the Sinhalese-Tamil conflict. Science and
technology[ edit ] Technology[ edit ] In the Soviet Union launches to space Sputnik 1 , the first artificial
satellite The recently invented transistor , though initially quite feeble, had clear potential and was rapidly
improved and developed at the beginning of the s by companies such as GE , RCA , and Philco. The first
commercial transistor production started at the Western Electric plant in Allentown, Pennsylvania, in October,
with the point contact germanium transistor. Television , which first reached the marketplace in the s, attained
maturity during the s and by the end of the decade, most American households owned a TV set. A rush to
produce larger screens than the tiny ones found on s models occurred during â€” In , you could get a yard of
contact paper for only 59 cents. Polypropylene was invented in In , Jonas Salk invented a polio vaccine which
was given to more than seven million American students. In , a solar powered wrist watch was invented. A
surprise came in The space race began 4 months later as the United States launched a smaller satellite. In , the
first plastic Coke bottle appeared. An 15 megaton hydrogen bomb experiment conducted by the United States
in Photographed 78 miles kilometers from the explosion epicenter. Townes builds the Maser in at the
Columbia University. The Soviet Union launches Sputnik 1, the first artificial satellite to orbit the earth on
October 4, The United States conducts its first hydrogen bomb explosion test. The invention of the modern
Solar cell. Passenger jets enter service. S uses Federal prisons, mental institutions and pharmalogical testing
volunteers to test drugs like LSD and chlorpromazine. Also started experimenting with the transorbital
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lobotomy. Truman inaugurated transcontinental television service on September 4, , when he made a speech to
the nation. Rosalind Franklin contributed to the discovery of the double helix structure.
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Although this part of the Internet History Sourcebooks Project began as a way to access texts that were already
available on the Internet, it now contains hundreds of texts made available locally. The great diversity of
available sources for use in modern history classes requires that selections be made with great care - since
virtually unlimited material is available. The goals here are: To present a diversity of source material in
modern European, American, and Latin American history, as well as a significant amount of materal pertinent
to world cultures and global studies. A number of other online source collections emphasize legal and political
documents. Here efforts have been made to include contemporary narrative accounts, personal memoirs,
songs, newspaper reports, as well as cultural, philosophical, religious and scientific documents. Although the
history of social and cultural elite groups remains important to historians, the lives of non-elite women, people
of color, lesbians and gays are also well represented here. To present the material as cleanly as possible,
without complicated hierarchies and subdirectories, and without excessive HTML markup. What you get here
is direct access to significant documents, not the efforts of some whizkid "website designer". In other words,
we are interested here in the music, not the Hi-fi!. Within the major sections, to indicate a few high quality
web sites for further source material and research. The texts on these pages come from many sources: Files
posted to various places on the net. In some cases, the source URL no longer exists. Shorter texts created for
class purposes by extracting from much larger texts. In some cases, the extracts have been suggested by a
variety of commercial sourcebooks. Texts scanned in from printed material. In some cases the printed book
may be recent, but the material scanned is out of copyright. Texts sent to me for inclusion. Links to other
online texts. In almost all these cases I have made local copies, so please inform me if links no longer work.
Efforts have been made to confirm to US Copyright Law. Any infringement is unintentional, and any file
which infringes copyright, and about which the copyright claimant informs me, will be removed pending
resolution. Paul Halsall, halsall fordham. Dates of accession of material added since July can be seen in the
New Additions page.. Links to files at other site are indicated by [At some indication of the site name or
location]. Locally available texts are marked by [At this Site]. WEB indicates a link to one of small number of
high quality web sites which provide either more texts or an especially valuable overview. The Internet
Modern History Sourcebook is part of the.
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They discovered the ancient culture of the Martians and the misty wilderness of Venus. Mercury is a world of
extremes but rich in valuable raw materials. And there is still a lot to discover on Earth itself. Under the
burning sun of the Martian steppes, the steamy mists of the Venusian jungle, the deadly cold of the Dry Ice
Zone on Mercury, or at the banks of the Amazon River on good old Earth â€” the world of Space: Everything
Jules Verne could have written. Wells should have written. Conan Doyle thought of but never published
because it was too fantastic. Everything you need for the adventures of the century. This Kickstarter project
aims to give you even more material for adventures in the Etherverse - namely the sourcebook for the red
planet, Mars. A hardcover book of approximately black and white pages, giving detailed information about
everything you want to know about Mars. Coleridge Ever since telescopes have allowed it, mankind has
observed the surface of Mars with its massive canal structures. But only when Thomas Edison set foot on the
Red Planet almost two decades ago was the truth revealed: Mars is home to a culture whose ancestors built the
canals, used to distribute the water of the polar caps, thus enabling the Martians to live on for tens of
thousands of years on their dying planet. With a land area roughly that of Earth, and reachable in only a few
weeks via ethership, Mars is the colonial prize of the Space: Countless adventure anthologies, descriptions of
cities in Challenge Magazine, and sourcebooks on specific regions and cultures were published, joined by
unofficial game material such as the Transactions of the Royal Martian Geographical Society. If one were to
revisit these individual sources today, one would find a wide mosaic that offers a wellspring of â€” sometimes
contradictory â€” information and details on some regions, while others, even regions of continental size, were
left with just their mere name on a map. The authors of this volume have worked hard and meticulously to
collect, update, and consolidate all existing information, and added new life in filling out the details and
adding background material. You get four copies of the Mars sourcebook to sell at your store and you can get
additional material for special retailer prices see below for more information. This includes the core rulebook,
the sourcebooks for Venus and Mercury, the booklet Marvels of Mars, a poster map set, a dice set and eight
full adventures. The already published material will be sent separately from the Mars sourcebook as soon as
the Kickstarter ends! No Kickstarter project is complete without stretchgoals - goals that are unlocked once the
project hits certain benchmarks after the initial funding. We also have a couple of things up our sleeve, some
of which we want to present you from the start. Additional stretchgoals will be released once we hit current
ones. On this level, we will translate the "Canal-traveling on Mars", a two-page article from the German
publication The New Etherverse. All articles in this book are written from an in-game perspective. The article
will be made available to all backers who get all PDFs in exactly this format. Never lose your way on the red
planet! Available as a four-page PDF to all respective levels. If we reach this goal, the endpapers of the book
on both sides will be printed in full-colour. The front will depict a political map of Mars, the rear will show
languages and resources on Mars. The adventure is designed as an introductory scenario and is therefore
perfectly suited for getting to know Mars. Furthermore, if we hit this stretchgoal, we will print the various
articles from "The New Etherverse" in one booklet that will be available as an addon. If you want to order
additional material that is available through this Kickstarter project, just increase your pledge as listed below.
We will sort out what you want for additionally pledged money after the end of the project most likely via a
Pledge Manager like Backerkit. If you are not a backer of a physical pledge level one with shipment , you
have to add extra shipment see below. This also applies to backers of purely digital levels that chose printed
material as add-ons. Whilst we do have a Retailer Pledge Level already, you can of course order additional
items from this Kickstarter and also all available Space: Just write an email to felix uhrwerk-verlag. We have
already procuded an English version of our Space: After doing a Kickstarter for the rulebook back in that hit
some problems, we are well aware of what pitfalls to avoid in doing such a project. For once, the book has
already been translated and we are just aiming at raising the funds for printing and distribution of the book.
Furthermore, all stretch goals are calculated not to cause too much additional work which might disrupt the
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project as a whole. For Germany and certain other EU countries we will handle it ourselves. Questions about
this project?
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Mezzanine levels are also typically s. Floor - lay a chequerboard vinyl floor in black and white, red and white,
or yellow and white. Fitted kitchen - in your fitted kitchen, choose Formica tabletops. Spray paint the doors
and fittings. Some companies sell original reconditioned kitchens or sell new ones in a similar style and you
can sometimes pick up cabinets in junk shops. Chairs - go for the diner look in the kitchen with chairs in
chrome and vinyl in day-glo colours. Give a table a new lease of life with a Formica or Fablon top. Fridge - a
gigantic fridge is essential, especially in a bright colour. Appliances - fill the kitchen with big chrome
appliances: Shades - choose between bright colours such as red, lime green, yellow, black, and delicious ice
cream shades such as pistachio green, bubblegum pink and pale blue. Abandon the dado rail, paper and
cornice division of walls. Fabrics - are bright with abstract patterns, often with science-inspired imagery such
as calyxes, starbursts, atoms etc. Or go for pretty, sprigged florals set against polka dots or stripes in sugary
pinks, reds, blues and yellows. Use animal prints, especially zebra stripes and leopard spots for cushions, rugs
and throws in fake fur. Accessories - look for accessories in black, white and red plastic coated wire, which
usually have ball feet. Typical items include coat and plant stands, and magazine racks. Kitsch - fill the rooms
with kitsch; nodding dogs, pineapple ice buckets, and flying ducks on the wall. Crockery - mix and match;
traditional dinner sets are replaced by china in collectable individual pieces with a linked theme or colour.
Tupperware is a s invention. Pick up details - with ashtrays in the shape of artists palettes, toy Cadillacs,
Roberts Radios, cocktail glasses, pictures of poodles.
Chapter 6 : Sourcebook | United States Sentencing Commission
Fifties Source Book/a Visual Guide to the Style of the decade hardback Very Nice See more like this Ocracoke in the
Fifties by Dare Wright (English) Paperback Book Free Shipping! Brand New.

Chapter 7 : The Fifties (book) - Wikipedia
The Fifties (ISBN , ) is a historical account by David Halberstam about the decade of the s in the United
calendrierdelascience.com than using a straightforward linear narrative, Halberstam separately tracks many of the
notable trends and figures of the post-World War II era, starting with Harry Truman's stunning Presidential victory in
against Thomas E. Dewey.

Chapter 8 : Internet History Sourcebooks
The s saw the creation of a new force in American society, one that would soon come to dominate popular culture. It
was the Teenager. There had always been people aged throughout history, of course.

Chapter 9 : The s - HISTORY
The leading search engine that engineers use to purchase electronic components from thousands of manufacturers and
distributors.
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